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Background



Spatial Demography and Segregation

• How do we define a segregated neighbourhood?

• How different do neighbourhoods need to be to be

“segregated”?

• Is demographic difference an existence proof?

Racial segregation is the systemic separation of people into racial

or ethnic groups in daily life. Racial segregation may exist de facto,

or as the result of legal obstructions.
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Census Data

• Data from 2010 Census

• Census blocks grouped into census tracts (optimum size 4000

people)

• Demographic data captured on tract level
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Washington, D.C. Demographics

• As of 2017, 693,972 residents

• D.C. had relatively few residents up

until the Civil War (Great

Migration)

• Majority-black city from

1950s–2011, including a strong

middle and upper class

• From 2000-2017, influx of residents

into the city added more than

120,000 people (90,000 since 2010)

• Increase in white, Asian, and

Hispanic residents, and a decline in

city’s black population (New Great

Migration)
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History of Segregation in Washington D.C.

• Restrictive housing covenants

• Segregated schools and

playgrounds

• Desegregation of schools in 1954

encouraged white flight

• Discriminatory pricing and the

FHA encouraged white

homeowners to sell to black ones

• Extensive legal battles from early

1900s onward

Figure 1: Demographic

changes to Ward 4

from 1934 to 1970
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Chicago Demographics

• Chicago metropolitan area contains over

half the population of Illinois

• 2,695,598 people as of 2010 census within

city limits

• Peak population around 3.6 million in the

1950s

• Median household income is $38,625,

with 19.6% of the population living below

the poverty line

• 32.6% non-Hispanic whites, 29.3% black,

5% Asian, 3% two or more races, with

29.7% of population identifying as

Hispanic

• Large Irish American, Italian American,

and Polish American population
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History of Segregation in Chicago

• 1853, law prohibiting all African

Americans, free or otherwise, from

settling in the state

• Illinois was first to ratify the 13th

Amendment, outlawed school segregation

in 1874, extended voting rights to

African-American men in 1870

• Great Migration occurred as Chicago was

still receiving southern and eastern

European immigrants

• Exclusive zoning, redlining, and racially

restrictive covenants widely used

• Highways used to segregate black

communities
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The Math



Homological Features

• Originally motivated by the observation that shapes can be

distinguished by their “holes”

• We can think about these holes (features) as obstructions in

the space (i.e., more features in the 0-th homology means the

space has more connected components)

• Persistent homology tracks these features through a series of

topological spaces
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Neighborhood Segregation as Topological Obstructions

• We want to construct a space where topological obstructions

can be interpreted as segregation boundaries

• Consider demographic space and possible “paths” through it

• Gradual demographic changes can be viewed as some possible

paths

• Stark demographic changes do not admit paths, and therefore

register as obstructions (and features in the homology group!)
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Our Approach — Splitting Dimensions

• Neighborhood formation heavily influenced by both space and

demographics

• Use different datasets to construct different dimensions of the

simplicial complex

• Edges from demographic similarity, faces from adjacency in

space

• Edges from adjacency, faces from demographic similarity
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Washington, D.C., demographic edges
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Washington, D.C., spatial edges
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Interpretations of Persistence — Demographic vs. Spatial Edges
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Interpretations of Persistence — All Groups vs. Binary Com-

parison
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Conclusions



Conclusions

• Demographic edges, spatial faces model carries information

about population mixing

• Spatial edges, demographic faces model carries information

about the similarity between neighborhoods

• Both methods correspond to observed segregation patterns in

current cities
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Future Directions

Future Directions:

• Extend to more cities

• Other types of demographic data

• Longitudinal study of census data

• Identification of de facto vs. institutional segregation
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